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TASK ONE : (7pts) 

A / I choose the write answers : (2pts) 

1- Akira is :       a- Chinese                   b- Japanese                     c- vitnamese  
2- The text is :   a- a viber message      b- web article                  c- magazine page 

B/ I complete the table : (4pts) 

 Age personality likes inabilities 
Saki 
 

    

Itsuki 
 

    

C/ I find the opposites : (1pts) 

Love# …………………                                       always#......................... 

TASK TWO : (7pts) 

A/ I Re-order the following words to get a correct sentence : (1pts) 

Like/ ?/ he/ What /does/        =…………………………………………………………… 

 

  Hi, My name is Akira . I am fourteen years old. I live in Tokyo, Japan with my 
parents , my brother Itsuki who is eleven and my sister Saki ,aged eight. 

  I share my room with Itsuki and I hate doing that. We never argue because we have 
got different personalities , He is lazy but I’m hardworking and quiet. I like horror  
films but he prefers watching cartoons. He can’t speak two languages but I can. 

  I’d like to be with Saki because she is helpful. She always help my mum with the 
housework . She likes dogs but she can’t have one because we live in a small house. 
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B/ I read and correct the mistakes : (3pts) 

1- I drink always coffee with my parents. 
=……………………………………………….. 

2- Sami loves watch Manga. 
=……………………………………………….. 

3- Rawan speaks never Spanish. 
=……………………………………………….. 

C/  I classify the words according to the pronunciation of their final ‘s’ : (3pts)  
 

 

TASK THREE : (6pts) 

Akira is happy to tell you about him . He would like to make new friends and you 
too . Write a reply for his viber message and tell about yourself :    Name , Age , 

Country , Nationality , Level, Personality, Likes and Dislikes, Abilities and 
Inabilities. 

 

/S/
/Z/

/iZ/

‐ Days 
‐ Plants 
‐ Activities 
‐ Washes 
‐ Inabilities 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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